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ABSTRACT
The purpose of software evolution is adaptation of a software system according to the new external or internal requirements unlike
software maintenance, which purpose is mainly removal of some faults. Software evolution includes also language evolution. We
can view on a software system as an integral combination of a program and a language for this program. Program can be viewed
as a sequence of statements that are aimed to produce some result. The execution is done by a platform that interprets the program’s
sequence of statements. The new result of a computation can be achieved by transformation of a program, an interpreter or both. In this
paper we present adaptive experiment in the field of adaptability with utilization of metaprogramming and reflection using functional
programming with monads. They are useful interface between functional and imperative world of programming.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modification of complex software systems after their
delivery means difficult process. The most often reasons
for such modification are on the one hand detected faults,
which have to be fixed or on the other hand requirements
for new functionality, which systems have to include (e.g.
replacement of a system from one computational environment into a new one). Such modifications require additional
costs. Even implementation of required changes takes in
some cases longer than implementation of the first operational software version. Thus there is significant demand
for reaching optimal methods in order to achieve effective
modification of software systems.
Under modification it is possible to mean software
maintenance or software evolution. These terms are often used as synonyms. We incline rather to the claim (according to e.g. [7]), that these terms do not express similar
meaning. The purpose of maintenance (e.g. perfective, corrective, adaptive, preventive) is mostly in removal of some
faults, the purpose of evolution (e.g. static, dynamic, anticipated, unanticipated) is adaptation of a system according
to the new external or internal requirements, thus the first
delivery is only first step in continuous evolving process.
Evolution in general means, that something has changed
for better way. According to Lehman the term E-type software [8] denotes programs that must be evolved because
they operate in or address a problem or activity of the real
world. Changes in the real world will affect software and
require adaptations to it.
Software evolution [1,11] includes also language evolution as an actual issue. Some projects may fail not because
of bugs in programs, but because of the lack of recognition of language issues. Thus according to [4] software is
composed from a program and a language. In this approach
is language implementation (e.g. interpreters, compilers,
other language-dependent tools) regarded as a metalevel of
a program.
There is general agreement for the set of several important challenges on software evolution presented in [10].
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We suppose that mainly four ideas play a significant role
for our research: formal support for evolution, evolution as
a language construct, support for multi-language systems,
and post-deployment runtime evolution. The first challenge
is about formal methods, which need to embrace change
and evolution as an essential fact of life. The second challenge states, that programming languages should provide
more direct and explicit support for software evolution. The
third challenge is about support for multi-language systems,
and claims that software evolution techniques must provide more and better support for multi-language systems.
The last challenge is about post-deployment runtime evolution and calls for an urgent need for proper support of runtime adaptations of systems while they are running, without
pause or stop them.
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents
basic principles of metaprogramming and reflection, which
are basis of our research. Adaptive language implementation as our previous work is presented in section 3. Section
4 deals with main principles of monads, which are used in
section 5 in our proposal of adaptive metalevel architecture.
Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.
2. METAPROGRAMMING AND REFLECTION
Metaprogramming is about writing programs that represent and manipulate other programs or themselves, i.e.
metaprograms are programs about programs [3]. The impact of metaprogramming is obvious in traditional development processes, by sorting existing programs as transformation processes with inputs and outputs.
Reflection is an entity’s integral ability to represent, operate on and otherwise deal with itself in the same way that
it represents, operates on, and deals with its primary subject
matter [3]. A metalevel provides information about selected
system and makes the software self-aware. A base level includes the application logic.
There are two aspects of reflection [2]: introspection
and intercession. Introspection is the ability of a program to
observe and therefore reason about its own state. Interces-
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sion is the ability of a program to modify its own execution
state or alter its own interpretation or meaning. Both aspects require a mechanism for encoding execution state as
data, providing such an encoding is called reification [12].
With introspection it is possible to read and access reifications whereas intercession allows also modify these reifications.
Reflection can be divided into structural and behavioural reflection [14]. Structural reflection represents
the ability of a program to access a representation of its
structure, as it is defined in the programming language. For
instance, in an object-oriented language, structural reflection gives access to the classes in the program as well as
their defined members. Behavioural reflection represents
the ability of a program to access a dynamic representation of itself, that is to say, of the operational execution
of the program as it is defined by the programming language implementation (processor). In an object-oriented
language, behavioural reflection could for instance give access to base-level operations such as method calls, field accesses, as well as the state of the execution stack.
A programming language is said to be reflective if it
provides an explicit representation (i.e. reification) of entities that either represent program building blocks (e.g.
classes, methods) or are involved in program execution (e.g.
stack, garbage collector) [14]. Developers thus can define system (software) functionalities and also new program
building blocks or execution mechanisms (how functionalities will be performed). From the object-oriented point of
view, objects that define program functionalities are called
base level objects or base-objects, objects defining program
building blocks or execution mechanisms are called metalevel objects or meta-objects [3].
Meta-object protocol (MOP) [14] offers possibility for
extension of a programming language and adapts respective execution mechanisms. Using a reflective language it
is possible to implement both objects and metaobjects.
3. ADAPTIVE LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION
A programming language is a medium to express computation, which is defined by its syntax and its semantics.
An implementation of a programming language is the realization of its syntax and its semantics, which comprises a
translator and a run-time system [9].
The result of a computation depends on both a program
P and an interpreter I. There are two general ways, how to
change this result. The first approach is based on transformation of a program (an interpreter will stay unchanged),
the second approach is based on transformation of an interpreter (a program will stay unchanged). There is another
possible way, which represents combination of previous
ways (both a program and an interpreter will be changed).
Our approach is related to the second group of transformation because it is based on non-program transformation.
Our idea of interpreter transformation is widen by transformation of various components of the execution mechanism. Thus, according to our approach, execution is a
synonym for transformation in general, such as translation, type checking, code generation, loading, interpreta-

tion, modelling, algebraic specification, and even for informal but constructive thinking about algorithmic problems.
Foundations of our adaptive language implementation
were presented in [6], where we have introduced simple
LL(1) language and its adaptive interpreter which consists
of lexical analyser, adaptive translator and evaluator (every
module was implemented in Haskell functional language)
such that interpreter k = eval . translate k . lexical, where k
is a variant, which depends on the result in the stack (in our
case, the result was a number value). This means, that depending on the result of interpretation, the LL(1) language
should be changed, and the next interpretation follows different semantics, i.e. potentially different result of the same
source expression. This language had simple grammar of
operations (+), (−), (∗), and (/) with various associativity
and priority. Then according to the result in the stack, the
grammar of the language (associativity and priority of listed
operations) was changed according to the metadata (which
are represented by variants). The principle of adaptability
is depicted on the Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Adaptive language implementation

4. MONADS
Functions in Haskell [5] are pure, meaning that they define a relationship between inputs and outputs, and have no
side effects. Impure functions refer to external state, modify their behavior based on external state, or change external
state.
Haskell makes impure functions available, but isolates
them through the use of monads, which are actually built
from pure functions. Monads [16] have two main purposes,
they encapsulate common computational patterns and isolate code that interacts with the outside world. There are
various types of monads, some of them are listed in the
Table 1. Pure functions cannot call monad functions but
monad functions can be called by other monad functions.

Table 1 Selected types of monads

Monad

Computation

Maybe

may not return a result

Error

can fail or throw exceptions

List

can return multiple results

IO

perform I/O

State

maintain state
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A type m is a monad if it implements four operations
[15]: bind (the = operator), then (the  operator), return, and fail. On the Fig. 2 is depicted an example of a
return function and on the Fig. 3 is depicted an example of
a bind function for the IO monad.

IO
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Metalevel components access to the base level components - this operation’s name is introspection, and then they
modify or manage base level components, in our case files
(if it is required) are influenced by adapters and the rest two
modules are influenced by meta-transformers. Listed influences are operations, which name is intercession. Metalevel
components may comunicate also with another metalevel
components. From metaobject protocol point of view we
can regard these components as metaobjects.
In our architecture, base level data is represented
through 3 files:
1. source file (srcF), which consists of digits in String
representation,

Int

2. intermediate (data) file (inmF), which consists of list
of integers [Int],

Fig. 2 Example of a return function for the IO monad

3. target (value) file (valF), which consists of integer
value Int.
There are two types of transformers:
1. lexical decomposition transformer (lexT), which allows transformation srcF → inmF,

IO

2. value generation transformer (genT), which allows
transformation inmF → valF.

Int

f

These two types of transformers can perform three types
of transformations:
1. transformation12 :: String → [Int], it is direct transformation,

Char

2. transformation23 :: [Int] → Int, it is direct transformation,

Fig. 3 Example of a bind function for the IO monad

Monads are a higher order type. Thus a monad m is
something that acts as a container over some other type. A
monad function is simply a function that returns a monad
value. It can also take monad arguments. Developing hierarchical structure of monads seems to be promising approach for exploiting monadic style for adapting monadic
systems.

3. transformation13 :: String → Int, it is strided transformation.
These transformations are controlled from metalevel
through corresponding meta-transformers. There are six
types of adapters on metalevel:
1. self adapter11 :: String → String,
2. self adapter22 :: [Int] → [Int],
3. self adapter33 :: Int → Int,

5. EXPERIMENT WITH MONADS

4. backward adapter21 :: [Int] → String,

The IO monad is one of the most frequently used monads. It is associated with input/output and acts as a container that isolates external side effects in a Haskell program. For example IO String is the type of value returned
by user input funcions or IO Int can by returned by various
random-number generators.
Our adaptive metalevel architecture (Fig. 4) requires input and output operations, because it works with files, thus
the IO monad is appropriate solution for this purpose. This
architecture consists of two layers: a base level and a metalevel. The base level consists of data files, lexical decomposition module and data generation module. The metalevel
consists of various adapters and meta-transformers. This architecture is based on basic principles of metaprogramming
and reflection.

5. backward adapter32 :: Int → [Int],
6. backward adapter31 :: Int → String.
If strided transformation is used, then it does not allow
utilization of backward adapter21 and self adapter22 .
Adaptability is performed according to given conditions
which are in individual adapters. We can see these conditions as some variants. For example, variants for adapter11
may depend on the lenght of a string (or on occurence of individual character in any position in the string), variants for
adapter21 or adapter22 may depend on number of digits in
the list (or on occurence of individual digit in any position
in the list) and variants for adapter33 , adapter32 or adapter31
may depend on the final result calculated from the list of
integers.
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When an adapter finish changes, it calls metatransformer, which informs the transformer on the base level,
that it can load input file and make transformation. Transformation process (with display possibility) for lexical decomposition module is as follows: readFile ”srcF” =

return.lexT = return.show = putStr, transformation
process for value generation module (also with display
possibility) is as follows:
readIntFile ”inmF” = return.genT = return.show =
putStr.
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Fig. 4 Adaptive metalevel architecture

6. CONCLUSION
Presented adaptive experiment is our another contribution in the field of adaptability with utilization of metaprogramming and reflection. It utilizes monad principle, which
constitutes an interface between functional and imperative
world of programming.
The next step of our work will be proposal and implementation (or modification) of an existing execution environment, which will support language transformation (in
sense of interpreter transformation). One of the suitable
candidates for this purpose should be Smalltalk-like environment Squeak [13], which offers several reflective possibilities.
Practical utilization of our proposal can be evolution of
complex software system through incremental design of its
programming language with possibility of its modification
(special importance for our research has mainly run-time
modification). Another important issue is addition of new
domain oriented languages during evolution of a software
system. We have named process of language transformation as transformation of language through weaving (e. g.
grammar weaving) as an analogy to the program weaving
in aspect-oriented programming paradigm.
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